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INTRODUCTION

As we reach the end of March, we are providing 
an update on traffic trends across our portfolio, as 
well as insights via our Google Premier Partnership, 
and a glimpse into how we are helping our clients 
to navigate this climate.

The Upshot: Despite a very turbulent month, 
March 2020 is on track to outperform March 2019. 
The past week has rewarded those who have 
invested in SEO and Organic Social Media.
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● As expected, over the past week (3/20 - 3/26), overall traffic volume has decreased by 15%, compared to the 
previous period (3/13 - 3/19), as campaigns approach their March budget caps. Despite this, quality remains 
strong: the average number of pages per session has increased by 9%, and the average goal conversion rate 
has increased by 1%.

● Over the same period, Google Ad campaigns have seen noticeable improvements in Click-Through Rates. 
AdWords CTR is up by 7%, and Display CTR is up by 11%.

● Our SEO and Organic Social Media clients have seen dramatic increases in performance over the past week:

○ Website traffic from Organic Social Media content is up by 20% week over week. Similarly, website goals 
from Organic Social media content are up by 16%.

○ SEO-related traffic (via Local and Organic Search) volume held steady, but we saw increases in conversion 
rates. Organic Search’s conversion rate increased by 13%, and Local Search’s conversion rate increased by 
21%.

 
● It’s a great time to send eblasts. Email-based traffic has seen a 78% increase in goal conversion rates over the 

last week. Reach out to your account manager for details. 
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AGGREGATED DATA | The Knightsbridge Park & Villani Group Portfolio
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● Of any market in the United States, New York City is currently being hit hardest by COVID-19 by a significant 
margin. However, search data in March shows a mixed picture for real estate trends. Based on Google’s search 
data for this market from March 1-22, we are projecting a 9% decrease in overall real estate searches for the 
month of March, compared to February.

● Below is aggregated search volume data across 3 of the largest real estate markets in the U.S.:
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AGGREGATED DATA | Real Estate Search Trends
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AGGREGATED DATA | Market-Specific Trends
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● Increasingly, corporations and prominent individuals are using 
LinkedIn to communicate with their audiences in place of Twitter 
and Facebook. 

● LinkedIn came in as the most trusted social platform for the third 
year in a row, according to the third annual Digital Trust Report 
from Business Insider Intelligence.

● LinkedIn’s advertising targeting is ideal for reaching employees of 
specific companies and people with specific job titles, as well as 
people they are connected with.

● We anticipate a sustained increase in LinkedIn usage as a result 
of COVID-19’s impact on the U.S. labor market.
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THE PROFESSIONAL SOCIAL NETWORK | LinkedIn’s Moment Has Arrived
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4  of  5
LinkedIn Members drive 

business decisions.

LinkedIn’s audience has 2x
the buying power of the average 

web audience.



From February 13 - March 11, there was a huge increase in 
consumption of authoritative news content in-platform:

● In Italy, there has been 20x growth in daily watchtime
● In the US, there has been 10x growth in daily watchtime
● In South Korea, there has been 2x growth in daily watchtime 

Google Display campaigns can be expanded to target the 
channels of your choosing on YouTube (both via browser and 
app). In the last week alone, Display traffic from YouTube is up by 
14% across our portfolio.

We can also help you to build an optimized YouTube channel 
and incorporate it into your existing digital footprint (including 
your website and Google My Business listing). 
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CONSUMING CONTENT | YouTube On The Rise
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More than half of us search for something on Google

    Then go on YouTube to learn more about it.



● For on-market/active rental and sales listings, the ‘Days on Market’ field will be temporarily replaced with ‘Counting Suspended’ and no 
longer display a rolling count of days to prospective buyers and renters.

● For April only at this time, the minimum spends for banner package line items are being reduced by 50%, except for the Social add-on 
which still requires the $9,411.76 minimum spend.  Whereas Franchise and Neighborhood were available at $9,411.76, it is now reduced 
to $4,705.88.  In addition, should you spend more than the minimum, the percentage of the campaign that runs within the add-on line 
items will increase exponentially.
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STREETEASY | COVID-19 TEMPORARY UPDATES
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NEW DISCOUNTED PACKAGE EXAMPLES

Previous $4,705.88 Breakout:
Sales - $2,352.94– 66,667 impressions
Boro - $1,176.47 – 27,778 impressions
Area - $1,176.47 – 25,000 impressions

New $4,705.88 Breakout:
Sales - $1,176.47– 33,333 impressions
Boro - $588.24 – 13,889 impressions
Area - $1,176.47 – 25,000 impressions

Cluster - $1,176.47 – 22,222 impressions
Neighborhood - $588.24 – 10,000 impressions

Comparison of $9,411.76 package with new minimums incorporated:

Previous $9,411.76 Breakout:
Sales - $2,352.94– 66,667 impressions
Boro - $1,176.47 – 27,778 impressions

Area - $2,352.94 – 50,000 impressions
Cluster - $2,352.94 – 44,444 impressions

Neighborhood - $1,176.47 – 20,000 impressions

New $9,411.76 Breakout:
Sales - $1,176.47– 33,333 impressions
Boro - $588.24 – 13,889 impressions
Area - $1,176.47 – 25,000 impressions

Cluster - $1,176.47 – 22,222 impressions
Neighborhood - $5,294.12 – 90,000 impressions



Virtual Tour Creative 

● Over the last couple of weeks, we have received countless inquiries about deploying virtual opportunities to 
get through this crisis. 

● Next week, we will be sharing a Virtual Collateral Toolkit, which we hope you can continue to revisit in the 
upcoming weeks. The goal: to furnish our partners with exclusive creative services while sharing a list of 
additional recommended platforms that provide invaluable resources to your team during an unprecedented 
time.

App Development & Analytics

● In response to a shift toward virtual marketing collateral, some of our clients are deploying branded apps that 
offer a curated mobile sales experience. To help our clients stay on top of this new landscape, we now offer app 
analytics (in addition to campaign, website, and social analytics). 

■ Contact us if you are looking for guidance in building an app for your property or if you already have 
an app and would like assistance in setting up analytics and reporting on app usage.
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ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
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Thank You


